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Who is it for?
Free-riders looking to boost their confidence with maximum versatility, huge wind range and direct bar sheeting with out 
the classic bow draw backs of heavy bar pressure, vague steering and poor unhooked performance. The Nobile 555 also 
features incredibly simple re-launch, superb ease of use and 4 line Hybrid simplicity to ensure your peace of mind in all 
conditions.

Why did we make it?
Massive wind range allowing a two (or even one) kite quiver is a goal for us all, but until now achieving this meant too 
many compromises. Our goal was to make a high de-power, easy to use kite that that still had good performance, but did 
not feature any of the drawbacks of some of the bow kites on the market. 

How did we do it?
We kept the same Natural Arc we developed for the NHP. However, to enhance the range of the 555 we used a 4 line SLE 
(Supported Leading Edge) Hybrid configuration. With careful placement of the bridle attachment points and some 
modification to its normal configuration we created a kite that delivers outstanding power range, clean and precise 
handling and fast, easy re-launch. Huge air comes as standard with the 555 along with unparalleled, direct, confidence 
inspiring handling – the perfect blend for free-ride use.

Key points
4 line simplicity
Huge range…….awesome power yet massive de-power
Intuitive, fast re-launch
Huge lift and hang time
Controlled turning with a comfortable blend between axial and pivotal movement
Super stable gusty wind performance
Natural Arc Shaping with SLE Hybrid form.
Light yet still direct bar pressure (no pulleys)
FULCRUM Quick release
SMART pump inflation
20m+5m line configuration
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White/Yellow 

Red/White 

Yellow/White White/Orange 

Black/Red  

The 555 complete kite package contains: 

 - FULCRUM Quick Release 
 - 20m+5m Flying lines 
 - Ergonomic Carbon Control Bar 
 - Safety Leash (with Quick Release) 
 - XL Pump 
 - Padded Backpack 
 - Repair and Spares Kit   

Available Colour Schemes; 

 Sizes available: 
 - 5m, 7m, 9m, 10m, 12m, 14m. 


